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NCDC toll free line 0800 9700 0010

twitter/facebook: @NCDCgov website: ncdc.gov.ng

HEALTH PROMOTION DIVISION
Federal Ministry of Health, Abuja, Nigeria
facebook.com/healthpromotionnigeria

email: healthpromotionnigeria@gmail.com
twitter: @HealthProNg_Gov

Always verify information from the Federal Ministry of Health
and the Nigeria Center for Disease Control before sharing
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AS A RESPONSIBLE TRADITIONALLEADER,
PROTECT YOUR COMMUNITY FROMCOVID-19.4

The infection is spread from person to person through:

■ Coughing or sneezing by an infected person

■ Touching surfaces or items contaminated with droplets from
coughing or sneezing by infected person

HOWCAN SOMEONE BE INFECTED?3

The main symptoms are:

WHAT ARE THE MAIN SYMPTOMS?2

Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is an infection that can be
transmitted from human to human usually after close contact with
an infected person.
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WHAT IS CORONAVIRUSDISEASE-19 ?1
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Do the following:
■ Suspend organizing traditional events for now.
■ Activate existing community structures such as women groups,

youth groups, council of chiefs, community development
committee, etc.

■ Coordinate overall community level sensitization.
■ Build and maintain trust of the people in what government is

doing.
■ Disseminate accurate information from authorities to the people.
■ Discourage circulation of misinformation in the community.
■ Discourage people from stigmatizing someone that is sick.

Communicate to your subjects that:
■ COVID-19 is real.
■ COVID-19 has no cure but can be prevented.
■ COVID-19 is not a rich man‘s disease. Anyone can get it from an

infected person.
■ COVID-19 can affect both the young and old. Older people with

other diseases are at a higher risk of death.
■ Everyone should avoid crowded places. There is a greater

opportunity for people to be infected if they attend large
gatherings.

■ Encourage members to avoid self medication. Anyone with a
fever, cough or difficulty in breathing and who has travelled to a
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Fever (high body
temperature above/

equal 38°C)

country or area with COVID-19 cases or had contact with a
confirmed COVID-19 case within the past 14 days should isolate
themselves from other people and then call the NCDC toll free
line: 0800 9700 0010.

■ Anyone who just returned from an area where COVID-19 is
spreading should stay at home and avoid close contact with
others for 14 days, and if experiencing any symptoms, to call the
NCDC toll free line 0800 9700 0010.

■ To stay safe, everyone should wash hands with soap under clean
running water regularly or clean hands with alcohol based
sanitiser if water is not available.

■ Everyone should use household disinfectant to regularly clean
object and surfaces like tables, doorknobs, walking sticks, farm
tools, etc.

■ Everyone should avoid embracing and shaking hands. Instead
wave or raise hand up to greet each other.

■ Everyone should cover mouth and nose with bent elbow, or tissue
when coughing or sneezing, and throw used tissue into cover
dustbin. Then wash hands immediately with soap under running
water.

■ Everyone should work with government and health experts to get
guidance on COVID-19.

■ Everyone should work with Government agents to conduct safe
and dignified burial whenever someone die of COVID-19.

■ Everyone should wear face mask in public places.
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